LAKE ROTOITI COMMUNITY ASSOCIATION
A Brief History
1970s
In early 1972, the then Rotorua County Council (RCC) produced an updated Rotorua Town and Country
Plan which, amongst other things, detailed an intension to create rail reserves for new marshalling yards
at Ngapuna and a line through Mourea and Okere Falls as part of a governmental proposal to extend
services to Paengaroa which would then link with the railhead at Mt Maunganui. The proposal was
ostensibly brought about as a result of lobbying from forestry interests along with previous complaints of
increasing noise and highway wear and tear caused by heavy transport vehicles associated with
(especially) log movements. The scheme would involve significant encumbrances upon private land
holdings and have major impacts on tourism and the lake and resident environs due to the planned
multiple highway crossings and bridge across the Okere Arm en route.
This immediately caused a public outcry and prompted a hitherto informal resident group to inaugurate
the West Rotoiti Ratepayers and Residents Association which had already been set up to act in the
interests of the local communities. An initial public meeting was called and held at Taheke Marae on the
weekend of Easter 1972. From here, a steering committee was formed to be chaired by Mr Ray Dowse
with Mr Reg Gibbs elected as Honorary Sec/Treas. This committee undertook to make contact with
relevant authorities and consolidate proposed courses of action to be presented at a second public
meeting at the same venue on the Sunday of Queen’s Birthday weekend. This included communicating
with all local ratepayers to canvass support and encourage individual objections to the rail scheme.
The Association hence attracted over 100 paying members and was formally constituted at the second
meeting in June. The meeting resolved to raise objections with RCC, local MP Harry Lapwood, and the
Transport, Tourism and Environment Ministers. This resulted in further investigations being undertaken at
a ministerial level to consider cost/benefits along with environmental evaluations. Following these and
concurrent objections and counter-objections from many Rotorua urban residents around the siting of the
marshalling yards the scheme was eventually dropped completely by NZ Railways in 1973 and never revisited.
1972 heralded a number of other momentous issues which would impact on local residents and
ratepayers. During March, the Bay of Plenty Catchment Commission (BOPCC - Regional Water Board)
promulgated Water Right applications for proposed new diversion and discharge works to increase flows
and alleviate flooding and high lake levels in and around Lakes Rotorua and Rotoiti as part of the overall
flood control scheme for the Kaituna Catchment.
At the outset, WRRRA objected to the proposed course of action expressing grave concerns over
indications that the work was to be implemented without direct control of the water flows out of either
lake. These local objections could be met by the use of control structures, providing provision was made
in the Ohau Channel for the passage of fish and boats. There also followed some dispute between the
Director of Water and Soil Conservation and BOPCC over the necessity for a Water Right to carry out the
works. The Commissions Chief Engineer was reported as saying ‘he would hardly call it a diversion, rather
a realignment to create a more stable channel. If a water right was applied for there would be a need to
apply for rights all over the place but we have to get on with the job’. He had received legal advice that
water rights were not needed.
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Notwithstanding, public hearings were subsequently conducted and further considerations resulted in
BOPCC altering their stance and promulgating revised applications in July which detailed the proposed
works as follows:




Construct an additional inlet to the Ohau Channel using a control weir to regulate.
Widen and deepen the Channel from the inlet to a proposed diversion cut with accompanying
control structure downstream from the SH33 bridge which ‘would be sited and operated in such a
way that the existing length of the Channel remains unaltered during times of normal lake levels
and flows, thus retaining the present delta at the outlet from silting up’.
Increase and regulate the flow from Lake Rotoiti at the entrance to the Okere River by lowering the
level of the rock bar at the head of the rapids and provision of a control structure with moveable
gates to retain the level of the lake within set limits.

The diversion cut never eventuated but a control weir at the head of the Channel and control gates at the
outflow were installed and modified over the period 1973-1989.
A further imposition upon many property owners within the Rotoiti Riding in 1972 was a planned new
differential rating system by RCC apparently in response to complaints by the farming community that
residents in various parts of the County were not paying their fair share of rates. In this instance, it was
proposed that local ratepayers would be levied a rate additional to the base rate paid by all ratepayers in
the County. This matter generated strong protests which included the Association lobbying the Office of
the Ombudsman. The debate surrounding equity issues and rating differentials in all formats continued
for several more years before being reviewed as part of proposed rating reforms of the 1980s. It will be
noted that it again became a major topic in 1991 and remains a leading focus of discontent today.
The Local Government Act 1974 came into being as a result of Government proposals to consolidate and
amend the law relating to the reorganisation of the districts and functions of territorial authorities. This
provided the catalyst for initiatives around the country to amalgamate (particularly) the many existing
County and City Councils. In the case of Rotorua, representatives from the two Councils met to discuss
the issue over a 12-month period from July 1975 but failed to reach an agreed resolution. The City
favoured extending their boundary to take in only part of the rural area whilst the County, on the premise
that this would considerably weaken their economic base, wished to maintain the status quo or
amalgamate fully.
As a result, the City then lodged an application with the Local Government Commission (LGC) to extend its
boundaries from Cookson Road in the east to Keith Road north of Ngongotahā. Consequently, the County
had little option but to submit their opposing views to the LGC. It also encouraged meetings and
supporting submissions from all of its rural communities. Most of the rural groups including WRRRA
obliged.
In April 1977, the LGC publicly notified a provisional scheme for the union of the two Councils taking into
account submissions already received. The provisional scheme attracted 15 further objections including a
lengthy submission from Mr L.P. (Leonard) Leary QC on behalf of WRRRA outlining the many anomalies of
current differential rating models relating to inconsistent property valuations and injudicious imposition of
additional rating on selected communities. It was therefore the urging of those within the Rotoiti Riding
to rectify this by allowing for the establishment of an appropriate ‘flat uniform rate’ across the new
District in respect of general administration expenses.
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This culminated in the LGC modifying the provisional scheme and constituting the final scheme for
amalgamation of the Rotorua Councils in February 1978. The most significant change from the Draft was
the legislated protection of the rural area of the united district in respect of its finances and its
representation. The new District Council (RDC) was to contain a separate Rural and Urban Division for a
period of 15 years, each to be independent of the other as regards rating and expenditure, with the
provision for the general expenses of the district as a whole to be shared in proportion to their respective
revenues. The Rural Division was guaranteed not less than one third of the seats on Council until 1994.
Mr J.F. (John) Keaney became the first elected Mayor of the new District.
In late 1972, the Association expressed disappointment to the Rotorua Conservator of Wildlife over the
Departments recent authorisation allowing members of the Bay of Plenty Fishing & Shooting Federation
to hunt waterfowl at various nominated locations around the shores of West Rotoiti during the month of
May. Local residents were of the belief that wild fowl numbers had decreased considerably over the
preceding 2-3 years due to other recreational pressures and further potential reductions in numbers were
unwarranted.
A number of other issues which figured again during later decades were raised during the 1970s including
water ski lanes, State Highway speed limits, access to Reserves, concerns over dangers presented by Te
Akau Road and its side roads, foreshore erosion and willow obstruction.
Available records show that at various times through the 1970s the WRRRA was also chaired by Reg Gibbs,
Leonard Leary and Mr D Malcom. Mr B.G. (Basil) Jackson succeeded Mr Gibbs as Hon Secretary and
served in this role until the 1980 AGM elections. Local residents who were elected to Territorial bodies
during this period were Mr W.A. Chalmers, Mr Alan Estcourt who served two terms on the RCC as well as
a term on the BOP Catchment Board and Messrs Stan Newton, Matiu Tamehana and Charlie Tahau all of
whom were Rotorua County Councillors.

1980s
The AGM of 1980 heralded the election of new committee officers with Mrs Janet Dowse taking over as
Chair and Mrs Judy Rewi as Secretary. Basil Jackson became Hon Treasurer. The new committee wasted
no time in bringing concerns and matters of interest to the various authorities. These included
campaigning for better refuse facilities and collections (including a request for bags to be supplied by
Council); turning bays for Okawa Bay and Taheke Roads and lighting at these intersections; local Reserves
maintenance; removal of willows overhanging SH33; designation of the Mourea quarry; footpath between
Whangamarino and Okere Falls; and request for reticulated water supplies for the West Rotoiti
communities.
The Association diligently pursued demands for speed restrictions, signage and other road safety
measures along SH33 and was eventually only successful in gaining government approval for appropriate
works around the Okere Falls corner to be carried out. Further concessions regarding speed and
footpaths were not forthcoming until 1994.
Amongst other matters, Lands and Survey had been made aware of the ‘weed’ problem in the lake and
Leonard Leary had written to Ruakura Research for further information and advice on control measures. It
was reported that a new flush toilet would replace the ‘long drop’ at Okere Falls Reserve. Proposed
improvements to the Rotomā area included a new Community Hall and the establishment of a reticulated
water scheme.
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The committee also expressed a desire for local iwi membership and participation in the affairs of the
Association. Accordingly, the Ngāti Pikiao West Tribal Committee was invited to send representatives to a
committee meeting in June 1980. Stan Newton and Fred Whata duly attended with the latter being
seconded to the committee and an open invitation being extended to Tribal Committee members to
attend WRRRA monthly meetings.
RDC elections for 1980 were to be contested by sitting councillor and committee member Matiu
Tamehana along with other local residents Rosemary Michie, Logan Hall and David Whata (Wickliffe). A
candidates meeting was arranged to be held at Te Tākinga Marae following which Mr Tamehana and Mrs
Michie were successful in gaining election.
The 1981 AGM saw Mrs Carol Yaxley take over as Hon Secretary. Applications for permits to allow up to 12
houseboats to operate on Lake Rotoiti prompted the Association to discuss the issue at a specially
convened meeting from which a mandate was given to raise strong objections and seek assurances from
RDC that these would be declined on the basis that they could become widespread and cause
considerable problems for property owners, the lake environs and other lake users. Further meetings,
petitions and media exposure saw Council establish a policy to strongly resist attempts to establish
houseboats on the Rotorua lakes. This subsequently became part of new and modified bylaw regulations.
The withdrawal of Saturday bus services to the area provoked protests from WRRRA to then operator, NZ
Railways. Unfortunately, the decision stood with NZR offering a vehicle on a contract basis with full costs
to be charged to the Association who would then be responsible for recovery of same (unsurprisingly, the
offer was declined). Speeding trucks on SH33 were acknowledged by Ministry of Transport (MOT) who
advised that they would endeavour to give the matter as much attention as possible especially as they
were ‘now permitted to use methods for this purpose hitherto restricted’.
A detailed letter from the Hon Treasurer to the District Commissioner of Taxes sought clarification of the
Association’s tax obligations in respect of honorariums paid to the committee Secretary. It was noted that
it was difficult enough for a not-for-profit organisation like WRRRA to find willing volunteers to undertake
secretarial work and the honorarium was offered as some incentive towards this. IRD’s reply stated that
withholding tax on honorariums was indeed payable to the Department at the then rate of 35%. Expenses
specifically incurred by the Secretary could be claimed whereas expenses incurred by the organisation as
a whole could not. However, the Association would not be liable to withholding tax providing an
exemption was sought and granted. IRD also noted that the ACC levy of $1.07 that had been paid was in
fact not owed and would be refunded. The Association responded by resolving that in future it would pay
reasonable documented secretarial expenses in lieu of an honorarium.
A decline in membership had become a concern and the AGM of 1982 exhorted residents to continue to
support the Association. Cr Matiu Tamehana was elected Chair as Janet Dowse was leaving the District.
Len Mason filled the position of Hon Sec/Treas. Discussions and debate at the AGM included the
commencement of the Okere Control gates construction, the recently promulgated Kaituna Sewerage
Pipeline proposal, amendments to rules relating to existing and newly applied for jetties, lake edge soil
erosion, recent geothermal and mining applications in the area, considerations for a new hydro scheme at
Okere Falls and increased swan populations around the lake. Annual General Meetings of the Association
were held in January each year and letters of invitation sent to the local Member of Parliament and the
Council Mayor along with senior officials. It is notable that the Hon Ian McLean who was MP for Tarawera
electorate during this period was a regular attendee of these meetings.
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A letter from the Mourea, Okere and Otaramarae Kokiri (Community Association) which provided social
programmes to the local areas with assistance from government departments sought to meet with
WRRRA to discuss the prospect of combining forces for the purpose of joint access to benefits, delivering
various services and setting up a local newspaper.
The Ohau Maori Youth Club expressed concerns over traffic hazards at the intersection of SH33 and
Hamurana Road noting a recent fatality of a young child. WRRRA supported their request to have the area
designated a ‘Limited Speed Zone (LSZ)’ without success. A new Okere resident requested the
committee’s assistance in quelling the nuisance caused by an absentee owner’s neighbouring peacocks
screeching day and night.
Several concerns raised across the Rotoiti communities triggered a letter of objection to the water right
application for the proposed Kaituna Sewerage pipeline scheme. A sub committee was formed to carry
out further research and validate data in support of the community opposition to the scheme. The
committee also noted that control of lake levels via the new Okere Gates had been unsatisfactory towards
the end of 1982.
The 1983 AGM was sparsely attended prompting Mayor Keaney to remark that Council must be getting
most things right. The Council representatives on the committee, Matiu Tamehana and Rosemary Michie
noted the adverse rating effects of latest property revaluations on the lakes and rural communities, the
ongoing discussions regarding a possible water supply for West Rotoiti areas, further Hearings relating to
the Kaituna Sewerage pipeline, potential Hydro Scheme at Okere Falls and geothermal exploration activity
at Tikitere. Matiu Tamehana and Len Mason were re-appointed to the positions of Chair and Sec/Treas
respectively.
BOPCC representatives were invited to a February meeting to discuss the operation of the Okere Control
Gates. It was advised that at present there were no differential levels for the lake, just a summer and
winter operation with the difference in these levels being a maximum of 20 inches (50cm). They
undertook to paint the maximum and minimum levels on the gate structure. These levels were
determined from records taken between 1905 and 1964.
The Association had previously discussed the feasibility of creating a Fire Party in the local area and had
received advice on requirements to establish same from the Chairman of NZ Fire Service Commission,
Rear Admiral Ted Thorne, who was also a ratepayer in Otaramarae. A special public meeting arranged in
April to discuss the proposal was attended by members of the city Fire Department and resulted in a
steering committee being formed to progress the matter. The aim was to canvass for 10 or more
volunteers to become fire crew upon which RDC would be approached for financial and advisory support.
The West Rotoiti Fire Party came into being later that year.
The AGM held in January 1984 was attended by MP Ian McLean, Mayor John Keaney, Chair of BOPCC Mr R.
Tait along with several Commission members and officers, and Mr Taufield from the NZ Wildlife Service.
Tom Bracefield was subsequently elected WRRRA Chair and Elizabeth Miller took over the Sec/Treas
position.
Representatives of BOPCC gave further clarification surrounding the control of lake levels and operation of
the Control Gates, advising that regard had to be given to the flow rates out of Lake Rotoiti as they
affected the lower Kaituna River. Residents needed to take the initiative if seeking to alter maximum and
minimum lake levels.
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An overview of the proposed Kaituna Sewerage pipeline was also given outlining the urgent need to
remove effluent discharged to Lake Rotorua and noting that central government was to provide a
generous subsidy for the pipeline scheme. However, opposition to the pipeline and associated difficulties
had prompted alternatives to be sought.
Ian McLean told the meeting that the water right applications to spray aquatic weeds with the chemical
‘Diquat’ were now open to submissions. He also advised that the Government was proposing new
regulations surrounding geothermal exploration policy. Mayor John Keaney highlighted the rates
imbalance that had been caused by the 5-yearly revaluations and discussed methods available to Council
to address the disparities.
Amongst matters discussed by the new committee was the appointment of Pam Miller as WRRRA
Publicity Officer who was tasked to act as liaison with the local news outlets. Pam was editor of the
recently launched ‘West Rotoiti News’ magazine newspaper. It was proposed that this could also be a
vehicle for dispensing important information relating to the Association’s activities.
Management of particular topics by individual committee members with relevant experience and
interests was debated. Also, efforts were needed to boost financial membership which had been low for
the past 3 years. Perennial issues around refuse provision and collection, road verges, culverts and
drainage, and willow removal came up for discussion.
Further meetings in 1984 highlighted some renewed vigour by the committee in pursuing favourable
outcomes with respect to existing and new issues and matters of concern to the community. The old
telephone exchange at Okere was believed to be the culprit for problems being experienced by local
residents. A letter to Post & Telegraph had resulted in a main line fault being detected.
The Boatramp at Otaramarae was silting up and would soon prevent launching operations. The problem
had been exacerbated by poor drainage infrastructure in the surrounding areas. Initial action by Council
engineers to raise the ramp level failed to resolve the matter. It took a number of further prompts from
the Association and several replacement attempts to achieve a satisfactory solution.
1984 also saw the proposed Kaituna pipeline for effluent disposal challenged by local iwi through the
Waitangi Tribunal which had a major influence on the eventual scrapping of the project in favour of a
land-based disposal system. In conjunction with increasing pressure from within the District especially by
lakes residents and the ‘Guardians of the Lakes’ for more urgent measures to combat deteriorating lake
water quality in Lakes Rotorua and Rotoiti, the latter part of the decade was notable for the major efforts
by all parties towards the implementation of one of the most modern effluent treatment and disposal
systems in the country. Lake water quality also became a major topic from this time onwards.
The proposed Okawa Bay Resort hotel complex by a local Maori Trust on the former Okawa Bay motor
camp site brought concerns regarding water right applications and public access to the bay. It was
confirmed that the water right had been granted and a foreshore reserve would be established.
A tour of local areas with committee members and local Council staff took place in September. Apart from
the problems at Otaramarae, this highlighted amongst other things safety issues surrounding the Okere
Control gates, and the access to and poor repair state of the Kaituna River swing bridge at the end of Trout
Pool Road.
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Two special public meetings were called in 1984. The first was held at Taheke Marae in March to promote
awareness in the community of the role and purpose of civil defence organisations. WRRRA was
concerned that there might be a lack of appreciation of the potential natural dangers within the Rotorua
district, particularly with regard to geothermal and volcanic activity for which it was well-known. Cr Matiu
Tamehana was the local Civil Defence coordinator and it was felt that there was a need for more
personnel support and designation of Emergency Posts. As a result, those at the meeting resolved to have
a strategic plan drawn up for the West Rotoiti area and several residents were appointed to assist and
manage the control posts.
The second meeting held at Te Takinga Marae in July was held primarily to assess support for a reticulated
water supply for Mourea which had been mooted for the past several years. Local Government
requirements for declaring a water supply area were presented noting the need for a significant level of
support and the likelihood of high costs. It was also revealed that several small community schemes were
operating within West Rotoiti, namely at Parkcliff, along SH33 from Hamurana turn-off and at Otaramarae
(Whangamoa). This issue lapsed due to lack of support at the time and only re-surfaced several years
later.
A number of other matters were discussed at this meeting. It was noted that as a result of the significant
shift in land valuations from the most recent assessment, particularly for the farming sector, a new ‘box’
differential system for the rural areas allocating set proportions of the general rate between properties
under and over 50 hectares (with a special rate on commercial and industrial entities) was to be
implemented.
As another point of interest, the West Rotoiti Fire Party announced that it was negotiating for the lease of
a section of land on the corner of Okere and Te Akau Roads to become its base of operation.
During the course of the year, WRRRA pursued the Rotorua Area Electricity Authority (RAEA) for
information relating to the proposed hydro-electric scheme on the upper Kaituna River. A report from
consulting engineers Murray North & Partners was eventually forthcoming but with no further evidence
of consent applications, the committee pondered a request under the Official Information Act. Later in
the year however, advice had been received suggesting that the proposal would not proceed at that stage.
Submissions to Government concerning the water right application for the spraying of lakeweed with
‘Diquat Gel’ had been few but all in favour. However, progress was being impeded by perceived
bureaucratic ‘dilatoriness’ and it was resolved to write to then Prime Minister Muldoon and relevant
Ministers of the Crown to express extreme dissatisfaction with the delays. Approval for use followed
shortly afterwards and initial spray applications produced some good early results according to local
residents.
In December, local Mourea resident Putu Mihaka, who worked for NZR, had outlined proposed cuts to
day-time bus services to the area due to falling patronage. To maintain a service to Okere, a payload of at
least 20 passengers was required. Suggestions put forward included a one-day-per-week service, shuttle
to Owhata, utilisation of school bus, and pick up by Tauranga – Rotorua service. A delegation was
proposed to meet with the NZR District Manager.
The 1985 AGM was again held at Taheke Marae. Tom Bracefield and Liz Miller were re-elected as Chair
and Secretary/Treasurer respectively. Long serving committee members Basil Jackson and Fred Comfort
retired and were acclaimed for their contributions.
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The Chairman’s Report for the previous year referred to much activity throughout the year and made
several observations. The justification for a relatively large committee which provided excellent
geographical coverage of the catchment; noting that much of the committee’s efforts in dealing with such
things as maintenance of roads and verges, drainage and culverts, erosion, lighting, launching ramps,
rubbish collection and lakeweed go largely unnoticed or taken for granted by many residents; a call for
consideration for some more ‘adventurous’ community projects over and above the standard ‘first-aid’
activities; the ‘poor’ turnout to the two special public meetings; appreciation towards Taheke and Te
Takinga Maraes and Whangamarino School for ongoing use of facilities; and optimism for increased
membership due in part to expanded awareness of the Associations activities through publicity in the
West Rotoiti News noting that even further support would be needed to deal with ongoing problems
surrounding deteriorating lake water quality, lake levels and lake weed.
The Constitution came up for amendment to reflect changes allowing for residents as well as ratepayers
to be represented and ‘one membership per household’, election of a minimum of 9 members to the
executive committee, election of an Honorary Auditor and option to combine the Secretary and Treasurer
positions.
Mayor Keaney advised that the Local Body Elections Act was under review and Government was
considering annulment of voting for ‘absentee’ owners. He believed if this came into effect, owners
should be given the option for voting in the locality of their choice.
He also stated that Government agencies were pushing to continue with the sewerage pipeline diversion
to the Kaituna River and did not favour investigation or subsidisation of alternatives. RDC was in the
process of challenging this stance in favour of an upgraded treatment plant and land-based disposal
system and suggested this would benefit from support by organisations such as WRRRA. The case for
future sewerage schemes for lakeside settlements was broached by local residents since evidence of
effluent seepage around the lake had emerged. It was noted that the new Okawa Bay Resort was seeking
an upgraded sewerage system for the complex. A motion from the floor suggested that the emphasis
should now be ‘clean up Lake Rotorua to help Lake Rotoiti’.
At the first committee meeting in March, land owner representatives agreed to a request to trim the
willow trees along the lakeside around Okere State Highway. A proposal by the Taheke Incorporation to
conduct open cast sulphur mining met with a resolution by the Association to circulate a list of potential
objections to the scheme amongst members.
The recent propensity for commercial operators and others to treat the refuse bag collection sites as
receptacles for all types of unwanted goods and rubbish prompted RDC to send letters reminding
individual residents and WRRRA of the untenable abuse along with a caution that the service may have to
be withdrawn or additionally charged for if the practice continued.
RAEA were questioned mid-year over increased electricity outages in the West Rotoiti area. The response
provided details of 11 outages since the beginning of the year, most of which were caused by outside
‘interferences’ beyond the immediate control of the power authority. Also, since West Rotoiti was near
the end of a feeder which supplies a fairly extensive rural area the reliability of supply was considered
reasonable. It was further noted that RAEA’s powers to cut/trim trees at property owners’ expense were
generally subject to involved procedures and often challenged through the court systems. The Authority
suggested that problems were best dealt with in response to specific requests from individual
homeowners.
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Visibility problems on Te Akau Road associated with the narrowness and blind corners were highlighted to
RDC in September. WRRRA noted that concerns over safety had heightened with more recent increases in
permanent residency, several with young families, and additional traffic movements including commercial
vehicles servicing new building projects. A recommendation that Council undertake an engineering
assessment to determine what remedial action could be taken was agreed to.
A letter received from BOPCC in September acknowledged with some embarrassment a letter sent by
WRRRA in March (which had been ‘buried in a file and never attended to’) expressing concern over the
lack of information available regarding the Commission’s proposals for controlling the Lake Rotorua water
levels by means of structure(s) in the Ohau Channel. It was advised that a detailed report was awaited
from Ministry of Works and Development (MOWD) Hydraulics Laboratory who were constructing a
physical scale model to enable various control options to be considered. Investigations were also taking
place to determine the possibilities of siltation occurring in ‘any modified channel’. Further action was not
anticipated until early 1986.
In late 1985, concerns were raised over intentions by the Ministry of Transport to raise speed limits on
State Highways. A letter received from MOT had indicated that it was unlikely that speed through Mourea
would return to 50kph. Matt Tamehana had written to local MPs and the Minister of Transport expressing
disquiet over this stance. Requests had also been made to RDC to undertake further traffic surveys to
support the Associations anxieties along with consideration of constructing a footpath from the Okawa
Bay Resort to Te Takinga Marae turn-off and a right-turn bay from the highway at the resort entrance.
RDC had discussed a proposal to conduct māori language ‘lessons’ at the commencement of committee
meetings and to include māori names on District signs. However, the proposals were apparently shelved
due to the extra expenditure involved.
A meeting called by the Guardians of the Lakes and convened by RDC in October was attended by
representatives of various interest groups including WRRRA and discussed the growing alarm over the
deterioration of lake water quality, especially in lakes Rotorua and Rotoiti. A recent Government report
now supported the disposal of city effluent to land and RDC were proposing treatment via the
‘Bardenpho’ process. A letter was to be sent to Te Arawa Trust Board acknowledging support for these
concerns and asking if it would consider filing an objection to increasing lake pollution with the Waitangi
Tribunal.
There had been recent suggestions from the Rotoiti Ratepayers & Residents Association (which
represented east Rotoiti) to discuss possible amalgamation since many issues were of common concern.
The WRRRA committee decided that it was willing to exchange meeting minutes and join forces on some
issues but believed amalgamation could prove to be a difficult hurdle from a geographical point of view.
Many of the foregoing matters were noted in the Chairman’s Report at the AGM of 1986 held at the West
Rotoiti Fire Station. Tom Bracefield and Elizabeth Miller did not seek re-election to the committee. At the
first meeting subsequent to the AGM, Fred Unsworth became Chair whilst the Sec/Treas position
remained vacant with volunteers to be sought.
Ian McLean MP outlined the proposed changes to the Local Government Act to disallow voting by nonresident property owners and suggested that objective representations could be made when the Bill was
released for public comment. He noted that the Rotoiti lake level had risen less than usual after heavy
rain and that the Kaituna River was now capable of receiving much larger flows before flooding occurred.
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A report by Crs Michie and Tamehana highlighted proposals relating to sealing of Pongakawa Valley,
Lichenstein and Morehu roads; additional footpaths and mowing services; Mourea speed limits; Te Akau
Road corners; changes to the Ruato Bay ski lane; Rotoiti water supply extensions and mobile library visits
to the area. They had also urged RDC to support the Guardians of the Lakes to form a ‘Rotoiti Protection
Group’ and noted a report was shortly to be released by the Department of Scientific and Industrial
Research (DSIR) pertaining to Lake Rotoiti water quality. The report also made reference to the current
‘period of great growth’ being experienced in Rotorua, particularly in the tourist and horticultural
industries and the need for carefully planned development in order to preserve the fragile environment
and concerns and well-being of the people.
Nick Miller presented a summary of recent developments relating to the lake water quality. Recent
speeches from representatives of DSIR and the BOP Catchment Commission concluded that there was a
need to take preventative measures to eliminate nutrients, particularly from effluent, flowing into Lake
Rotoiti. Trials planned to test the impact of land disposal of effluent from Rotorua city sewerage were
awaiting agreement over responsibility for funding both for this and the major cost of implementing such
a scheme if approved. Pressure on Government was continuing. Further alterations to the Ohau Channel
were being considered to redirect flows out of Lake Rotorua. The meeting resolved to ‘go public’ if
ministerial approval for the land disposal scheme was unacceptably delayed. The committee was
requested to seek the support of all relevant groups to pursue lake water quality improvements as a
matter of priority and to keep residents informed of progress.
It would appear from records that the only committee meeting held in 1986 was during June with Liz
Miller acting as Secretary. It was noted that Te Akau Road was to be upgraded but was unlikely to be realigned. The sulphur mining proposal by Taheke Incorporation had been approved but with more
stringent conditions as a result of objections.
Amongst other matters raised, it was proposed to write letters to the Ministers of Works and Environment
regarding the unacceptable delays in progressing implementation of the sewerage treatment and disposal
system. Alterations to the Ohau Channel mouth and weir had been discussed with appropriate Council
and Catchment officials.
The 1987 AGM was again held at the Fire Station with 18 residents in attendance. Following elections,
Nick Miller assumed the Chair, Pam Alcock agreed to act as interim Secretary and Murray Carline took
over as Treasurer. Reports from local Councillor Matt Tamehana and MP Ian McLean centred around the
importance of the Association continuing as a voice for the local community, the recent change to deny
voting rights to non-resident ratepayers (their vote would only apply to the District in which they mostly
resided) and the impending decision of central government relating to alternative sewerage disposal and
treatment for the Rotorua District. Also discussed were the implications of the proposed transfer of
responsibilities from Lands and Survey to the newly implemented Department of Conservation (DOC).
This included concerns over possible reductions in government funding and introduction of a user-pays
element. It was agreed that WRRRA should write to the Minister emphasising the ‘national’ importance
of the lake(s) and seeking some assurances around the continuing management of scenic reserves and
lakeweed control.
A new application lodged with RDC to allow commercial Houseboats on Lake Rotoiti met with further
strong opposition from those present, citing ‘lifestyle’ intrusion and potential problems around tenancy,
pollution, and undisciplined behaviour. It was resolved to initiate a petition objecting to the proposal and
any repeal of the existing bylaw.
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Deteriorating lake water conditions were discussed with the revelation that approximately 60 percent of
the water exiting the Ohau Channel (along with its resident nutrients and algae) had a major impact on
Lake Rotoiti by infiltrating directly to the main body of the lake. Any plans to divert the Channel flow
would only exacerbate the situation. It was resolved to seek updated information from the government
committee responsible for the sewerage land disposal plans and urging them to reveal their intentions
regarding the subsidisation of the eventual scheme.
At its first meeting (the previous committee had last met in June 1986) the new committee emphasised
the urgent necessity to now turn ‘research and investigations’ into ‘action’ to improve the health of the
lake. Further letters were to be sent to RDC and the Ministers of Environment and Works seeking
assurance that, in this respect, the messages would be converted to appropriate funding and decisionmaking.
A suggestion by the Guardians of the Lake that all boats should be licensed was believed to be impractical
due to probable costs of administration and policing. There was disquiet that the boat marina at Okawa
Bay could be extended without local resident consultation. It was noted that the aspect of further lake
water degradation regarding the application to introduce Houseboats would be the most likely objection
to influence the decision by RDC.
Civil Defence became a priority in the wake of Cyclone Bola and the Edgecumbe earthquake. WRRRA in
conjunction with Matt Tamehana and Rosemary Michie, the West Rotoiti CD co-coordinators, arranged a
community meeting in April 1987 to discuss the importance of civil defence and outline the organisation
in the District and particularly within the West Rotoiti area (Whangamarino School being the local sector
HQ), along with a list of local CD zones and wardens.
As a result of strong opposing submissions, RDC declined applications received to permit commercial
houseboats on the lake. The bylaw was strengthened to prohibit overnight ‘stays’ by vessels in most of
the popular and inhabited bays in Lake Rotoiti.
A response from central government regarding concerns over the delay in implementing alternative
sewerage treatment and discharge schemes for Rotorua advised that site investigations for land disposal
were now centred on the Whakarewarewa State Forest Park and that decisions on the different options
for upgrading the local treatment plant were expected around mid-year. It was confirmed that the long
term solution was likely to be diversion of sewage to a combination of upgraded treatment plant and land
disposal. Planning for this eventuality became well advanced later in the year.
Interestingly, the WRRRA Easter Newsletter carried an article by Leonard Leary outlining a ‘prophecy and a
warning’ around the rising pollution of the Rotorua lakes. Excerpts from reports by world and local
scientific experts pointed to recent albeit brief appearances of toxic blue-green algae within Lake Rotoiti
and the Ohau Channel and predictions that further outbreaks were ‘bound to occur’.
As an adjunct, concerns increased over the course of the year in regard to the reduced applications of
lakeweed spraying by DOC which had now ostensibly taken over responsibility from the Lands and Survey
Department. A September letter from the Conservation Minister advised that although the beds of lakes
had not yet been formally transferred from Lands and Survey, DOC would nevertheless act as agent and
maintain ‘appropriate’ control over nuisance weeds. A subsequent letter from the Rotorua Conservator
informed that the Department had programmed ‘limited’ weed spraying operations for the year
(presumably due to lack of local funds).
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Licence fees for jetties and boatsheds came under scrutiny during the course of the year with further
increases being explained by RDC as a result of policy changes transferring the portion of charges funded
from general rates to 100 percent user charges. General rates increases for lakes residents were also on
the rise as a result of significantly higher land revaluations in 1987.
Refuse also came up for perennial discussion with ongoing complaints towards absentee owners who left
rubbish out inappropriately upon departure from their lake residences and also local accommodation
parks leaving large amounts of rubbish at the Okere ‘Jumbo’ bins.
It was proposed that the areas of West Rotoiti consider implementing ‘Community Support Groups’ which
had been set up in many locations within urban Rotorua as a broader concept of Neighbourhood Support
schemes and which were designed to not only act as community watchdogs but offer extended assistance
to members of the community depending on circumstances. A local meeting of residents was convened
at Okawa Bay Resort in June to discuss and debate the matter. Following presentations from the Rotorua
Police Community Liaison group it was agreed to establish co-coordinators for the areas of
Mourea/Parkliffe, Okere Falls and Otaramarae who would seek to organise sub-groups within these
localities.
Taheke Marae was the venue for the 1988 AGM. Nick Miller, Pam Alcock and Murray Carline were reelected as Chair, Secretary and Treasurer respectively along with other members of the 1987 committee.
The meeting was attended by 32 people including Rotorua District Manager, Ted Hansen who contributed
to discussions around a large number of issues involving RDC. Those present were advised that some
costs relating to proposed capital upgrades to the city wastewater treatment plant would need to be
borne by rural ratepayers; an assertion was made that since we are now a ‘District’, Council’s general
expenses were treated broadly and not parochially; and although recent property valuations had resulted
in significant increases in land values around the lakes, the rumour that Rotorua’s rates were the ‘second
highest’ in the country was untrue (the average increase for 1988/89 was reported as 14.4% on top of
32.5% for 1987/88, 19.8% for 1986/87 and 13.2% for 1985/86).
Amongst other things, information was received that house-boats were prohibited from anchoring in
many parts of Lake Rotoiti apart from approval for two 16-foot boats which had ‘no sleeping
accommodation, and no washing, toilet or cooking facilities’. It was also recommended that if helicopters
were sighted landing at ‘unauthorised helipads’ the identification number should be noted and reported
to RDC who would inform the Civil Aviation Authority to take appropriate action.
A letter that had been received from RDC outlining annual costs of $45,000 to carry out inspections of
jetties and boatsheds around the District’s lakes was met with some incredulity by residents. The
question of ‘how often’ inspections took place remained unanswered.
MP for Tarawera, Ian McLean suggested that residents ‘keep an eye’ on applications for mining licenses, a
number of which had been recently issued across a broad local area with only a few so far for exploratory
purposes. He also raised the spectre of opossums being found further up country infected with TB and it
was probably only a matter of time before the disease reached the Paeroa ranges. It was noted that this
carried the danger of contaminating drinking water taken from roof catchments. The cost to eradicate the
disease would likely be in the vicinity of $10 million.
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Problems with lakeweed were inevitably raised and Mr McLean advised that presently the Government
covers 7/8ths of the cost of weed spraying with the balance coming from DOC which had ostensibly taken
over responsibility for this task from Department of Lands and Survey (more on this later). From 1 April
1988, this proportion would change with Government only prepared to meet 60% of costs. It was hoped
that most of the work on the Kaituna Catchment Scheme would be completed prior to this occurring.
Guest speaker, Chris Richmond from DOC Office Rotorua, outlined the responsibilities of this recently
formed Government Department. A diverse range of functions had been transferred to it from several
other agencies including wildlife services, freshwater fisheries and National Parks and Reserves. He
outlined a number of DOC plans and concerns regarding Lake Rotoiti: to protect lakeshore reserves and access.
 To protect and enhance fisheries (trout breeding would become 100% ‘user pays’ being financed
from fishing license revenues).
 Balanced management of wildlife – discussion on swans revealed that the aim was to maintain a
level of ‘200-300’ birds (it was suggested that a ‘good recipe was needed’).
 To protect and restore water quality so that it reaches standards of the 1950s and 60s!
 Balanced management of lakeweed. It was believed Diquat had the least long-term impact but
would not be used in enclosed water bodies such as Lake Okareka. Also, it was expensive which
limited the amount of annual spraying that could be undertaken. It was noted that less weed
meant less food for swans decreasing their reproductive processes.
In his Report, the Chair noted that despite concerns raised around future funding for lakeweed control,
the Government, largely run by accountants and lawyers, seemed to suffer from ‘tunnel vision’ regarding
this type of expenditure and failed to comprehend the importance of long term programme
implementation. He also surmised that although there was general endorsement for upgrading the city’s
wastewater to land-based disposal, since rural ratepayers were to meet their proportion of costs they
could ‘look forward’ to a healthy subsidy from Council when it was deemed necessary to install ‘pocket’
treatment schemes around the other lakes!
At a committee meeting in March, the matter of noise from air movements in the vicinity of the lake was
again raised. Helicopters were making frequent visits to the Okawa Bay Lake Resort, reportedly
transporting guests to and from Rotorua tourist attractions with three such incidences late on a Sunday
night. Letters of complaint would be sent to RDC and Civil Aviation. An Auckland representative from Civil
Aviation later visited the Secretary and the matters were reportedly resolved to the committee’s
satisfaction. It was also noted that float planes seemed to be landing almost anywhere on the lake and
jet-skis were also appearing more regularly and not adhering to ski lane routes.
Local residents had reported that the Ohau Channel Delta was silting-up and that various flotsam and
jetsam was collecting near the ‘island’ and contributing to reduced flow into Lake Rotoiti. A letter would
be sent to BOP Catchment Board requesting investigation along with an invitation to accompany local
residents who would supply a boat for the purpose. Subsequent letters and a site visit from the
Catchment Board acknowledged the problem but noted that there was a desire by some Rotorua lake
users to limit the outflow from the lake and indicated that design work for a control structure at the Lake
Rotorua entrance to the channel was underway and that, funds permitting, some work could be extended
to deal with the issue of silting at the Delta.
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The issue of sewerage disposal from Okawa Bay Lake Resort was raised. Originally, it had been intended
to link disposal with the proposed Kaituna pipeline but since this had not eventuated there was some
conjecture as to whether appropriate alternative measures were being undertaken. RDC would be
approached seeking assurance that satisfactory methods of disposal were in place.
An urgent meeting was convened at Taheke Marae on 3 April following an alarmist report in the Daily Post
to the effect that a local DOC representative had suggested that when licenses for boatsheds around the
lake foreshores expired shortly, they would not be renewed and the structures would need to be removed
by owners. The meeting heard that the report may have been over-stated but that both DOC and RDC
had expressed concerns over the state and location of some boatsheds, particularly those near launching
ramps.
Apparently, in 1974 the Commissioner of Crown Lands had determined that boatsheds were causing
congestion and no further permits for such would be issued. Existing licensed boatsheds could remain
until 31 March 1988. However, subsequent notifications from the former Rotorua County Council had
been received by a number of owners to the effect that permits could be extended upon expiry. It was
the view of most that the majority of boatsheds were unobtrusive, did not impede public access, and
were a character feature around the lakes.
The upshot of the meeting was that a representative committee led by (Rear Admiral) Ted Thorne be
formed to challenge the notion and pursue favourable outcomes for boatshed owners. A letter sent from
the committee to RDC eventually culminated in a July 1988 response advising that meetings between RDC
and DOC had resulted in a decision being made to renew existing boatshed and jetty licenses on an annual
basis for two years to March 1990. The matter would be further discussed during this period to establish
long term policies which would then be advertised for public participation and comment.
A special meeting of various Ratepayer Groups from around the District was called in late April 1988 to
discuss general dissatisfaction with RDC rating proposals for the coming year. The meeting was attended
by representatives from Kaharoa, Mamaku, West Rotoiti (Murray Carline), Otonga Road, Ngongotahā,
Lynmore and Waikite Valley and chaired by Ray Woolliams of Kaharoa. The intent of the meeting was to
target a general reduction in Council expenditure. Debate surrounded a number of currently proposed
projects within the District, subsequent to which it was resolved that the following recommendations be
circulated back to Ratepayer representatives with a view to further collective promotion: that an independent financial consultant be engaged to investigate, audit, and provide ratepayers
with information on RDC present and future loan repayments, and their current and projected
financial position.
 that the proposed lakefront development should be tendered for lease to private enterprise and
operate within the constraints of Parks and Reserves Planning.
 that further capital development expenditure be halted.
 that ratepayers withhold all rate payments until satisfactory negotiations are held with Council to
reduce rates to an acceptable level.
Despite a further proposed meeting, subsequent records indicate little progression of the issue.
A letter from the opposition National Party in May 1988 highlighted the Government’s imminent changes
for ‘Local and Regional Reform of Local Government’ throughout NZ and its ‘concerns’ that the resulting
Amendment Bill would be passed and enforced prior to the next Local Body elections. The letter
suggested that ratepayers should canvass their local MPs to insist on withdrawal or deferment of the Bill
until further adequate public consultation had been undertaken.
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A letter from WRRRA had been sent to DOC Regional Office in March 1988 expressing concern over the
absence of any lakeweed spraying around Lake Rotoiti in the year to date. Since no reply had been
received by the May meeting, a further letter was sent copied to Minister of Conservation, Helen Clark.
The Department replied promptly advising that due to insufficient funds having been allocated to
undertake the programme previously carried out by Dept of Lands and Survey (DOLS), and given the ‘very
high costs’ involved in controlling nuisance weeds, it was necessary to review strategies towards longterm objectives to identify best options. It noted that at the present time, the Rotorua lakebeds had not
been surveyed and registered or ‘allocated’ to DOC, this being the responsibility of the Minister of Lands.
However, control would be undertaken on an ‘interim agency’ basis in the meantime subject to funding
availability.
A response from the Minister in June advised that she had recently inspected Lake Rotorua and shared
concerns regarding lakeweed there and in sister lakes. She reiterated the comments from the
Department noting that limited spraying had been carried out on Rotoiti ‘even though this lake is not
regarded as high priority’. The Government was currently considering both the allocation of this
responsibility and funding levels to the appropriate department to enable it to do the work.
Following receipt of these replies, WRRRA sent further letters to both the Department and Minister
expressing deep consternation over the lack of assurance that expedient resolutions or sufficient funding
would be forthcoming within a reasonable timeframe. The responses essentially repeated previous
comment noting that the Ruakura Aquatic Plants Division of the Agriculture and Fisheries Ministry would
be assisting DOC to carry out research investigations towards the preparation of the management strategy
for nuisance weeds in the Rotorua lakes. The Minister further noted that a DOC blowout in the previous
year had meant that remedial action was required as part of the 1988 funding round. There was
confidence in the ability of DOC to soundly establish its financial position to ensure the Department’s
longevity rather than its demise in favour of handing over duties to local authorities.
At its September meeting, the committee considered these responses a good example of Government
Departments promising ‘absolutely nothing’. The meeting resolved to persist in seeking better outcomes.
Later in the year, it was confirmed that DOC had been allocated control of the lakebeds and received in
circa of $70,000 to expend on spraying programmes.
A letter sent to the Rotorua Area Electrical Authority (RAEA) in May outlined local consumers concerns
over the new electricity pricing which was perceived as being amongst the highest in the country. RAEA
replied that for a good many years, smaller electricity users had been subsidised by larger users and this
had now been overcome with the new pricing structures. Most of Rotorua’s electricity requirements still
had to be sourced from Electricorp along with generating costs which included interest payments on loans
(which exceeded $9 million in 1987) thereby determining that any cost reductions to consumers will not
be felt for some years. RAEA also undertook to carry out an inspection of West Rotoiti areas as a result of
complaints about low voltage and power fluctuation in the area.
In September 1988, the West Rotoiti News Production Team regretfully advised that they had reluctantly
been forced to cease production due to increased pressure on costs and voluntary resources. It was
hoped that Ratepayer and other local groups would band together to produce a joint newsletter, possibly
bi-annually to keep the public informed of activities and programmes relating to the lake. WRRRA agreed
that a Newsletter would be assembled for end-of-year in conjunction with the Lakeweed Society, Fire
Party and Manupirua Springs Society.
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The AGM of 1989 was again held at Taheke Marae on the evening of January 9th with a small attendance
partly attributed to it being a very wet night. With the exception of Murray Carline, the current
committee was re-elected with Nick Miller remaining in the Chair. Dawn Brighouse became a newly
elected member.
The Chair’s Report emphasised the community’s vexation over the issues surrounding the proposals
seeking to remove some of the long standing boatsheds around the lake and the protracted lack of action
by relevant authorities to address the declining quality of the lake due to proliferating exotic weed growth.
Cr Rosemary Michie outlined the reorganisation of the District into four Wards each comprising a mixture
of urban and rural/lakes ratepayers with boundaries set to reflect similar populations for each Ward. The
(newly created) Bay of Plenty Regional Council, a result of the recent reform of Local Government, would
be comprised of an elected (not appointed) number of Councillors. The new land disposal scheme for the
District’s treated sewage would be a major capital expense over the coming year. The Civil Defence
exercise carried out over the previous year had pinpointed the various strengths and weaknesses of
existing practice, and the value of Marae in their potential to provide emergency service in the event of
major natural disasters. The meeting was informed that $1.3 million had been provided from the national
budget specifically for noxious weed control across both land and water.
Bob Neale from DOC acquainted the meeting with details of current spraying activities around Lakes
Rotoiti and Rotorua. The department was well aware of the lack of action that had been occurring over
the recent past in dealing with weed infestations both in lake and along marginal tracks. He urged
residents to contact DOC where instances of large weed patches were observed.
Additional matters brought to the attention of meeting were, a) the danger being posed by the turning
bay into Taheke Road from SH33 which was incorporated within the passing lane and on a blind bend, b) a
request for increased rubbish collections from the Skip Site bins over the summer period, and c) lack of
verge mowing along local roads.
The first committee meeting of the year discussed the deteriorating state of pohutukawa trees around the
lake environs primarily due to the increasing opossum population. Both of these issues were referred to
DOC who undertook to implement further eradication methods, funds permitting. A number of recent
stolen dinghies as well as thefts from tourist camper vans were of much concern and it was suggested
RDC be approached to install warning signage at appropriate locations. The Bay of Plenty United Council
had proposed introducing plastic ‘wheelie’ bins across the District including rural areas. This had evoked
mixed reaction in the city, but the local community would raise firm objections to such a move on the
basis of impracticality and danger of collections along many of our narrow roads.
Mining exploration licences being sought by Blackhills Minerals Limited within the lake environs of Rotoiti,
Rotoehu and Rotomā were causing much unrest and the WRRRA should support submissions being made
by the ‘Environmental Rescue Group’ requesting rejection of such applications. The application was
eventually withdrawn. Several local developments including an upgrade of Moose Lodge were the
subject of inquiries regarding their legitimacy.
Road safety issues within West Rotoiti were broached during the course of the year with street lights
requested for the SH33/Hamurana Road corner, warning signs of child presence in the vicinity of the Ohau
Channel Motor Camp along with ‘Winding Road’ and ‘No Boat Access’ signs for Te Akau Road. Relevant
signage was approved and erected but no street-lighting had been implemented by years end.
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Horses being tethered on long ropes in areas along Te Akau and Taheke Roads were a danger to traffic and
some were escaping and wandering onto public and private property. A response from RDC advised that
several horses had been impounded from the West Rotoiti area in recent times and owners had been
informed that they could be tethered on road verges providing they could not access the road.
Lakeweed and the presence of ‘new’ algae blooms throughout the year continued to cause concern with
several referrals made to DOC for increased action. The committee discussed the contribution made by
septic tanks and particularly discharge from the Okawa Bay Resort. Later in the year, DOC released a
‘Discussion Paper’ on lakeweed control seeking submissions from the public. Local ratepayers were
reminded that the source of future funding for this activity was becoming more likely to fall upon them
than the central purse. Low lake levels due not least to a dry summer season also came under scrutiny.
The committee noted that the levels were set by regulation but the possibility of raising the minimum
level had been raised with BOP Catchment Commission.
The increasing use of jet-skis within some of the occupied bays around the lake prompted the committee
to write to RDC with the intention of having them banned from enclosed lake areas mainly due to
excessive noise. In response, RDC advised that they were classified in the same category as motor
launches and as such were governed by similar rules. It was noted that the lakes inspectorate could only
deal with offences committed contrary to these rules.
In August, RDC provided documentary ‘Information on Council Activities’ which was a new requirement
under the Local Government Official Information and Meetings Act 1987 and the Local Government
Amendment (No. 2) Act 1989. The covering letter advised that ‘Council appreciates the importance of
keeping the public informed about its activities and has endeavoured over the past couple of years to
improve both the quantity and quality of its information. You will note that the format for the Approved
Estimates incorporates a written commentary on the activities carried out within each cost centre as well
as a statement of objectives for the year. This provides a much clearer picture of where Council is spending
ratepayer funding.’
The latest local body elections saw Rosemary Michie, Ross Auberton, Grahame Hall and Charles Sturt
succeed to the newly formed ‘North Ward’. Mrs Michie was also elected to the newly formed Bay of
Plenty Regional Council (BOPRC).
Taheke Marae was again the venue for the 1990 AGM. The report by retiring chairman, Nick Miller,
commented amongst other things that under the new local Council ‘Ward’ system, votes from small rural
areas such as West Rotoiti may tend to become overwhelmed by the urban populace and, in fact, the
share of local representation had dropped as a result. It was noted that our local MP, Ian McLean would
be retiring at the next parliamentary election and the Association was extremely grateful for his efforts
and support on behalf of the community. Long-serving secretary Pam Alcock was also retiring from the
committee. Current committee members Dawn and Lindsay Brighouse, Lovelace Leary, Fred Unsworth
and Tu Kingi were joined by Brett Cooper, Mary Stanton, Maxine Newton, Roy Barclay and Jill Newman.
The need for a water supply for Mourea residents was reignited at the meeting. Contamination into
shallow bores from septic tanks and poor lake water quality were becoming prevalent and it was believed
that health implications would precipitate compulsory reticulation in the not too distant future. However,
at this stage current policy would require at least 70% local support to trigger any immediate action. The
committee undertook to initiate further community surveys in seeking that support.
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The ‘Froude and Richmond’ Discussion Paper on ‘Aquatic Weed Control in the Rotorua Lakes’ was debated
and WRRRA would coordinate comments to be submitted to the local Conservator, David Field. Noxious
weeds, particularly gorse and blackberry, had been blighting the road verges within the Mourea village up
to and beyond the Ohau Channel bridge and calls for remediation by the responsible agencies would be
investigated by Cr Michie.
The deteriorating condition of the Okere Falls jetty, a much used facility by both boaties and children
swimming, was highlighted with the suggestion that maintenance responsibility needed to be transferred
to RDC. The matter would be raised at RDC by Cr Sturt.
The committee convened a Special Informal Meeting later in January to discuss the nomination of local
representatives to a ‘Rural Services Committee’ a newly formed arm of the BOPRC. Both Matt Tamehana
and Stan Newton wished to be considered and WRRRA would inform BOPRC of its full support.
Lindsay Brighouse became Chair of the Association which also saw the appointment of long-term
secretary, Mary Stanton.
Dawn Brighouse would continue as Treasurer. Stan Newton and Matt
Tamehana were co-opted onto the committee as Honorary members. Mr Newton would seek to establish
a strong and ongoing relationship with the Ngāti Pikiao Rununga (Council).
WRRRA became very proactive in promoting greater recognition of local issues and challenging decisions
by the territorial councils and other bodies which impacted on local residents. A major priority for 1990
would be a concerted push to obtain reticulated water for the Mourea, Okere and Otaramarae
communities. A copy of the preliminary report commissioned for the Hamurana and Okareka rural water
supplies had now been received from RDC and a formal letter requesting similar investigations for West
Rotoiti areas was to be forwarded through Cr Michie in early March pointing out the significant resident
and holiday populations and current difficulties for many residents in securing integral water supplies.
A letter received in May from the District Engineer advised that Council were committed to working on
the Hamurana and Okareka schemes and suggested that a community meeting be arranged in the
meantime to gauge support. A local consulting geologist had also contacted the Association offering to
design and manage construction of a private supply for the area at a cost which would be ‘lower’ than
Council’s. A petition with 73 signatories was subsequently sent to Council.
This was followed by a local newspaper article which indicated that the RDC Works Committee had
acknowledged the importance of a supply to Mourea but no in-house work could commence before the
1992-93 fiscal year. Current policy was that RDC would provide 12.5% of the total cost of new schemes
and a letter would be sent to petitioners offering to engage private consultants to conduct a feasibility
study, the cost of which would be deducted from the 12.5% grant. 90% support would be required from
petitioners for this course of action which could lead to the project being brought forward.
A continuing decline in lake water quality occupied much further discussion throughout the year. The
situation of fauna and wildlife dying in and around the lake had been brought to the attention of DSIR.
Lakeweed control had been pledged but growth was increasing and the problem worsening. The invasive
aquatic pest algae, Hydrodictyon reticulatum (commonly known as water-net) had surfaced around the
western shores of lake Rotoiti and was under scrutiny by DOC. Whilst resident time for the species could
be temporary (which eventually proved to be the case) it was unsightly and dense beds could cause lake
waters to become anoxic. Conversely its presence had evidenced the collapse of some macrophyte beds
and had also precipitated an abundance of fish numbers in the vicinity.
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BOPRC had advised that a meeting was to be held at the Rotoiti Sports Club in May to discuss water level
control in Lakes Rotorua and Rotoiti, and other activities of the Council. The meeting resolved that no
alterations to existing control parameters would be enacted without further community consultation.
Other matters that concerned local residents during the course of the year included an application to RDC
to consider the area within Wairau Bay for use by para-gliders. Strong opposition from WRRRA and
residents on the grounds of the Bay having specific conservation values led to the application being
declined. The issues surrounding rural highway maintenance and safety in Mourea (clearance and
maintenance of vegetation along verges, especially the obstruction of sightlines approaching the Ohau
Channel bridge) and the intersection at Taheke Road (turning bay within a passing lane) were largely
rejected by Transit NZ resulting in follow-up correspondence and a visit to the Regional Office. A number
of unmarked reefs within Lake Rotoiti which had become submerged due to predominant high water
levels were causing concern for boat operators. The Association undertook to determine responsibility
and regulations for dealing with this.
1991 heralded a tumultuous period when a proposal by Rotorua District Council to completely remove
the existing rating differential for rural (including lakes) residents resulted in huge protests spearheaded
firstly by our Association and subsequently by the Combined Lakes Ratepayers Association, newly formed
to provide an over-arching voice for Rotoiti, Okareka and Tarawera (and soon to include Rotoma/Rotoehu)
ratepayers on this and future issues which were considered to have a mutual impact on all of these areas.
WRRRA financial memberships topped 400 in response to a ‘call to arms’ to combat this unjustified
imposition upon rural residents. The resulting back-down by RDC in the face of hundreds of scathing
submissions greatly enhanced the value of local ratepayer groups as vehicles for advancing concerns and
matters of general importance to the various communities whom they help to represent.
The negotiating representatives from the lakes communities received what they believed to be a tacit
undertaking by RDC to similarly base any future general rate calculations on comparative average property
valuations. Perhaps not surprisingly, this was subsequently disregarded with regular loss of perceived
equity over intervening years evoking strong but unsuccessful protests from lakes resident groups.
Ironically, these adjustments have now gone full circle with the last remaining differential removed in
2018 resulting in the original intent of the 1991 proposals being re-enacted.
Some of the Association records for the period 1991 and 1992 appear to have been misplaced. It is
known that considerable ground work associated with important issues of the day (i.e. reticulated water
supply for West Rotoiti; deficiencies relating to sewerage disposal from septic tanks and related impacts
on lake water quality; and the need to review rubbish disposal via skip sites around the lake) had been
undertaken during these years and contributed significantly to the advances detailed in our regular
newsletters of 1993 onwards.
In 1992, the West Rotoiti Ratepayers and Residents Association changed its name to Lake Rotoiti Ratepayers
and Residents Association to reflect the fact that it had attracted many financial members from all
localities around the lake and having undertaken to support and assist in progressing issues pertaining to
the whole Lake Rotoiti catchment area. This later morphed into the present day Lake Rotoiti Community
Association Incorporated.
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